
 

 

International Diploma in Hair Technology

A hair designer’s primary job is to creatively play around with the crowning glory 
aka hair of clients and make them look gorgeous, attractive an
own style 

A Diploma in Hair Designing at Orane International empowers you with on
and contemporary hairstyles, haircuts and hair treatments while instilling the 
creativity that challenges the hairdresser in you every single day

Acquire unmatchable skills with the beauty education leader Orane International 
and pave way for a highly rewarding career by learning from industry experts in a 
state-of- the-art salon setting with world

 

Course Content 

The level 3 Diploma in Hair Designing begins with an introduction to hairdressing, 
making you aware of hygiene, sanitation & sterilization; health, safety, hazards 
and risk; and familiarizing you with various tools that will be used the daily course 
of work 

You will be introduced to the anatomy of hair and scalp, various hair disorders 
and basics of shampoo and conditioning, sectioning and Indian head massage

Gradually the course covers in
crimping, tonging, blow-drying, hot rollers, velcro rollers setting and waving, 
besides hair straightening and perming

You’ll get hands-on involvement and training on over 25 different haircuts 
including: 

 Uniform Layers 
 Graduation 
 Basic Concave 
 Long Shake 
 Razor 
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 Triangular Graduation/li>
 Disconnected Layers 
 A-Line Bob (Female) 
 Round Textured Bob (Female)
 Stepped Bob (Female)
 Flat Graduation (Male)
 Classic Stacker (Male)
 Clipper Guard (Male) 
 Straight Cut 
 U Cut 
 V Cut 
 Hair Trimming 
 Removing Split Ends 
 Basic Layer 
 Feather 
 Reverse Graduation 
 Blunt Cut (Baby Girl) 
 Basic Bob Cut (Female)
 Scissors Over Comb (Basic Male Cut)
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Basic Bob Cut (Female) 
Scissors Over Comb (Basic Male Cut) 

 


